
August 27, 2010 

Fellow Toastmasters, 

Greetings. 

 At the Club Officers training, the District Governor, Lorraine Mott shared three goals with the club 

officers. 

 1.    Each "Area" will build at least one new club and that is 23 new clubs in the district will be built 

this year.  

 2.    The district will make sure that it does not lose any club this year.  

 3.    The district will do everything possible to ensure that all clubs in the district are charter strength 

clubs, by using the new Marketing Plan tool etc.  

 I support all of the above three goals of the District Governor and I encourage all Toastmasters in 

District 65 to also support and help  DG in achieving of these goals.       

 On July 28, 2010, I sent an e-mail on this list titled "Districts New Marketing Plan" and I received a lot 

of positive feedback from fellow Toastmasters. In that e-mail I pointed out the membership status of 

the 107 clubs in District 65, as of June 30, 2010:  

Membership at Clubs - June 30, 2010 (2009-2010 TM Year) 

Division 

No. of Clubs 

with 

20 or more 

Members 

No. of Clubs 

with 

10 to 19 

Members 

 

No. of Clubs 

with 

under 10 

Members 

 

 

No. of   

"Active" 

Clubs  

Total 

 

Percent by 

Division of 

Charter 

strength    Clubs 

Percent by Division 

of under 10 

Members 

Clubs 

Eastern 7 15 9 31 23% 29% 

Central 13 14 3 30 43% 10% 

Southern 3 12 5 20 15% 25% 

Western 9 9 8 26 34% 31% 

Total: 32 50** 25** 107* 30% 24% 



* 106 Paid Clubs and 107 Active Clubs per TI records                                                                                          

** Low Membership Clubs 

 Based on the above TI numbers, 32 clubs or 30% have 20 or members;  

 50 clubs or 46% have between 10 to 19 members; and 25 clubs or 24% function with single 

digit membership.  

 To review these numbers differently, 70% or 75 clubs in the district are functioning under 

charter strength from the total of 107 active clubs in the district.  

_________________ 

 The above clubs in the four divisions with their respective membership numbers become the basis 

and starting point in quest for growth and success this year.  

 The building of 23 New Clubs in each of the 23 Areas is indeed a formidable task and a challenge, 

but it can be accomplished. I am optimistic. However, we need to review our current processes, 

especially in the area of new club building. In my opinion building of 23 new clubs couple with 

increasing membership in low membership clubs will require an improved and more 

consistent/hands-on  approach.   

 Here is a plan-of-action for the district leadership to consider, in turning around many of the low 

membership clubs into charter strength clubs, as well as building  23 or more new clubs during the 

year? Let us do the math first! 

 The 23 'Areas' in District 65 are located in 4 divisions. The four divisions will need to build an average 

about SIX new clubs (4X6=24). We know that each year on an average, the district loses about five or 

more for several reasons. Let us assume that this will NOT happen this year due to the new marketing 

tools, etc., in process of being put in place. We also know that new clubs just don't pop up here and 

there and require concentrated efforts and hard work in building them.  

 There is established process in place for building new clubs called DEMO meetings. This is a vehicle by 

which most clubs are generally built in the district. However in my opinion, currently and over the 

past several years, this DEMO meeting vehicle is reactively used, i.e. on case by case or lead by lead or 

project by project basis, and is based on random "leads" received locally and from TI. Over the period 

of several years, I believe that this reactionary DEMO meeting process has produce poor to mediocre 

results at best.  

 Let us assume that out of every three demo meetings held, one new club can be formed (This number 

and scenario is more on the optimistic side). So we therefore need to have at least 69 DEMO meetings 

(23X3=69) during the year or about 17 DEMO meetings in each of the four divisions (17X4=68) to build 

some 23 new clubs in the district.  



 For the record, it is a fallacy to presume that the Lt. Governor Marketing (LGM) is solely responsible 

for building new clubs in each of the divisions. The traditional mind-set in D-65 for new club building 

activities has been that a viable "lead" needs to come-in first and subsequently pursued. A DEMO 

meeting is initiated with a hurriedly put- together demo team-members (volunteers who have the 

time) and a DEMO is presented at a potential customer/corporation/community site, etc.  In my 

opinion this is a classic example of "reactive" way of conducting business and this model or approach 

cannot possibly build 23 new clubs. An LGM cannot possibly run all over the district building new 

clubs. It must be therefore divisionally based, divisionally initiated, divisionally implemented and 

divisionally managed.      

 Generally, the LGM is also the newest and/or the least experienced member of the top-three team of 

district officers and is given the most important (and difficult) responsibility of building of new clubs 

around the district. Year after year we have seen that an LGM under his or her leadership cannot 

single handedly help the Area Governors in building any significant amount of new clubs - least 23 

new clubs! So why are we so tied to this static mind-set, year after year? Why not try something new 

and noteworthy, where the chances of success and growth in building new clubs are increased 

exponentially?  

 Here is how I believe the district can reach and/or get close to its goal of building 23 New Clubs 

in district 65. 

 The new role, responsibilities and initiatives of the Division Governors. 

 I believe that as a district officer, one of the major contributions a 'DIVISION GOVERNOR' can make 

towards the success of his/her division is to assist, help, and guide some of the less experienced 'Area 

Governors' in achieving their goal of building at least one new club in each of their respective Areas. 

Having said this, as the Leader of the Division and Chairman of the Division Council, it is the DIVISION 

GOVERNOR'S responsibility to motivate, guide and supervise the Area Governors to succeed, so that 

in-turn, they succeed.  

I cannot possibly think of a single more important responsibility of the DIVISION GOVERNOR that 

surpasses that of helping build new clubs and in process assist low membership in each of their 

respective divisions.  

In order to accomplish the goal of one new club in each of the 23 Areas, I believe that each of the 

four DIVISION GOVERNORS need to take a lead role of responsibility and initiatives in 

forming, establishing and leading a permanent or on-going DEMO-TEAM; consisting of Area 

Governors, experienced Toastmasters and experienced Club Officers.   

There are SEVENTY FIVE CLUBS in the district, which are hurting and hungry for new members and 

will certainly welcome the opportunity of having a well organized and well publicized DEMO meeting 

event at their club's regular meeting place. Which club does not want to pursue the opportunity for 

exposure/publicity and growth? Which club does not want to attract new members and become a 

charter strength club? Which club leadership is going to say no, to a Division led DEMO meeting event 



at their club's meeting venue? I believe that such DEMO meeting event in close coordination with the 

leadership of respective local clubs (low membership clubs) can plan, organize, and present a great 

DEMO meeting event attracting and inviting local community members and potential 

Toastmasters. (Notice the underscore on 'event' verses just DEMO meeting.) It needs to be organized 

as an 'event' for attendees benefit, learning, information, education and fun.   

Here is how the actual Division Governor led DEMO TEAM event model can work. The non-charter 

strength clubs (75 of them in District 65) provides the meeting room/place, the date and time of the 

meeting and do the necessary local and internal announcements/publicity etc., with help and 

guidance from the experienced Division DEMO-TEAM members. The DEMO-TEAM (a member or two) 

also engages in helping the non-charter strength club members (especially the VP Membership & 

PR) with some form of publicity/advertisement campaign, etc., prior to the actual DEMO meeting 

event.  

One of the pre-requisites of a successful DIVISION GOVERNOR led, DEMO meeting event (under this 

new model and approach) are to have a minimum of 20 guests, neighbors, co-workers, friends of 

TMs attend the DEMO meeting event. This once again can be accomplished with a well coordinated 

advertising and publicity campaign efforts, on part of the DEMO team members in close 

collaboration/coordination with the local club leadership.  

There are several potential outcomes from this model of the DEMO meeting event. [1] the low 

membership club may recruit the necessary members and begin functioning as charter strength club. 

OR [2] an entirely new club can be formed under a new name and consist of all new members in the 

vicinity of the existing club. OR [3] current members along with some prospective members may 

decide to abandon the old struggling club and start a new club. OR [4] none of the above happens and 

the DEMO team continues its efforts elsewhere on a regular and ongoing basis, throughout each of 

the four divisions.  

The fact however remains that continuous efforts in form of DEMO meetings conducted on regular 

basis at variety of existing clubs (both at community clubs and some selective corporate clubs) in a 

geographically diverse district like ours, can only result in high levels of membership building activities 

and recruitments throughout the year and throughout all four divisions. The traditional trickle-down 

'club leads' from fellow Toastmasters and TI can continue to be serviced by the  permanent DIVISION 

led DEMO team establishment, instead of the DISTRICT led project-by-project (lead by lead) with 

hurriedly put DEMO team members.   

(For the record I am told by veteran Toastmasters in the District that some 15+ years ago, there was 

no Divisional Governor position as such in the district. It was created mainly due to management of 

speech contests, so that the district conference [contest] was not overwhelmed by the large number of 

 contest participants, participating directly from all of the Areas).   

  



Remember once again that we are talking about as many as 69 or more DEMO meetings during the 

course of next tem months.  

The District's web based new marketing plan is primarily geared towards 'attracting new members' 

and getting the message out to more people. The plan is 'Division' based (divisional web landing 

page). My plan/proposal is primarily geared towards building of '23 or more new clubs' and in process 

giving the necessary exposure and possibly new members to low membership clubs. This plan is also 

'Division' based (division led DEMO team events). Is there a better way in achieving 

greatness together?  

The decision to implement this DIVISIONAL DEMO-TEAM meeting process is in the hands of 

the district leadership and particularly in making the role and responsibilities of the DIVISIONAL 

Governors, more effective, vibrant and hands-on. 

For those skeptics that think that this approach will not work - I thank them for taking the time to 

read this long e-mail. For those Division Governors who believe that this is too much work and that 

they did not sign up for it etc., to them I say..... what else can a Division Governor really do which is of 

this importance and this magnitude; and that will result in helping the ailing clubs in their respective 

Divisions as well as building new clubs in the process? To those Toastmasters who want to help the 

clubs, the Areas, the Divisions and the District grow and succeed, I request them to contact the top 

three District Officers. Show your interests and availability in becoming member of the DIVISION led 

DEMO meeting team. Make the DEMO meeting an ongoing activity for continuous growth and success 

of the district.  

I envision, that if this plan is accepted, approved and fully implemented by the district leadership and 

the respective Division Governors are ready to accept their responsibility and challenge; there will be 

at least two or more planned DEMO meeting events on an average, held each week somewhere in the 

four DIVISION's, between now and end of the year the Toastmaster year on June 30, 2011.  

The choice is between gearing up and formalizing the new DIVISION led club building process, while 

assisting the low membership clubs, with district's guidance, support and supervision; OR, continue to 

function, struggle and randomly build handful of new clubs here and there when a lead appears. If the 

District is serious about building 23 new clubs this year, they need to seriously consider reevaluating 

the current new club building process.     

Best regards, 

Sam  

Sam Mehta, DTM, PDG 

"Achieving Greatness Together" 

 


